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       The hardest lessons to learn are the ones your soul needs most. 
~Kelly Cutrone

You have to be prepared for people to hate you. Average people love to
be average, because nobody bothers them. 
~Kelly Cutrone

When you're the most happening person at the party, it's time to leave 
~Kelly Cutrone

Personal branding is about figuring who you are and what turns you on
and then monetising it 
~Kelly Cutrone

Gather up your courage like an armful of free clothes at a McQueen
sample sale and follow your inner voice wherever it takes you. 
~Kelly Cutrone

I believe all women know in their heart of hearts that they truly are
divine and magical, even if they've temporarily forgotten. 
~Kelly Cutrone

Baby-carrying means your hearts are close together. It's a very intense
and beautiful way to bond with your baby, very intimate. It's also easier
than a stroller. 
~Kelly Cutrone

When you're following your inner voice, doors tend to eventually open
for you, even if they mostly slam at first. 
~Kelly Cutrone

I think between the ages of 15 and 32, don't worry about getting
married, don't worry about settling down, don't worry about having a
baby. Give birth to yourself. 
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~Kelly Cutrone

B*tch: a reflection of people's lack of creativity & inability to
acknowledge & embrace a powerful woman; a woman who won't
comply. 
~Kelly Cutrone

When you believe in something and truly go after it with all you have,
amazing things will happen. 
~Kelly Cutrone

After all, you can't truly be happy if you've never known pain. You can't
truly feel joy if you've never felt heartbreak. You can't know what it's like
to be filled unless you've been empty. 
~Kelly Cutrone

My life is not balanced and not everything is perfect all the time. 
~Kelly Cutrone

In breaking away from the familiar and the expected, you'll be forced
and privileged to face greater challenges, learn harder lessons, and
really get to know yourself. 
~Kelly Cutrone

Historically, most women who are powerful are seen as not being nice,
even if they are. 
~Kelly Cutrone

The whole thing about magazines is that, magazines are going to
become deeper and more tutorial, and the nature of the magazine is
going to change. 
~Kelly Cutrone

I work in fashion because the world is such a heavy place that I need to
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be in this industry that fights for five hours to get a dress. 
~Kelly Cutrone

But while my inner voice was clearly telling me I was at my core an
entrepreneur, it's inconvenient to decide at twenty-three that you can't
really work for other people. 
~Kelly Cutrone

Unless you're really going to have a serious relationship, don't bring
your kids into it. Don't show your child that people come and go. 
~Kelly Cutrone

You know where nice people end up? On welfare. 
~Kelly Cutrone

Every woman's wardrobe should include black. 
~Kelly Cutrone

My mistakes have been some of the best teachers of my life. 
~Kelly Cutrone

Most fashion models do not look good in bikinis because they're too
thin. 
~Kelly Cutrone

I believe everyone who breathes air on this earth, regardless of their job
or their bank account, must give back more than just carbon dioxide. 
~Kelly Cutrone

Stop sharing your dreams with people who try to hold you back, even if
they're your parents. 
~Kelly Cutrone

We see women who go out and want to look like Jennifer Aniston, and
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they're wearing an ill-fitting red dress and ugly gold shoes, and they've
got flat hair and they can't walk. 
~Kelly Cutrone

Single motherhood is an amazing thing; it's a blessing. 
~Kelly Cutrone

You can fake your way to the table, but ultimately you have to learn
how to eat. 
~Kelly Cutrone

The only dream I ever had was the dream of New York itself, and for
me, from the minute I touched down in this city, that was enough. It
became the best teacher I ever had. 
~Kelly Cutrone

The best thing to do is just know that there's a big difference between
style and fashion, and that one doesn't necessarily have anything to do
with the other. 
~Kelly Cutrone

You find out who you are by figuring out who and what you're not 
~Kelly Cutrone

I don't take it lightly that I brought a life into this world. They're waiting
for you every day, these sweet little angels. You have to have time for
them to interact on a daily basis. 
~Kelly Cutrone

Belts with potbellies are pretty bad. I mean, what about an oversized
shirt and a trouser? What about an oversized button-up shirt in linen
and a trouser? Do us all a favor. 
~Kelly Cutrone
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Your dreams are ballbusters; they're not the yellow brick road. 
~Kelly Cutrone

We're all hookers in one way or another. 
~Kelly Cutrone

When you're young, you don't realize that things are going to pass and
things will move and shift. 
~Kelly Cutrone

I hope that you, too, will choose to have a journey instead of just a life.
Actually, I hope it's a full on expedition. 
~Kelly Cutrone
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